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- ENCLOSURE 2

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ;

REGION IV

'~ Inspection Report: 50-482/96-11 |
|
'

License: NPF-42
~

Licensee: Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation
P.O. Box 411 '

Burlington, Kansas -|

Facility Name: Wolf Creek Generating Station

| Inspection At: Coffey County, Burlington, Kansas- |
'

i Inspection Conducted: May 5 through June 15, 1996
I.

i Inspectors: J. F. Ringwald, Senior Resident Inspector :

; J. L. Dixon-Herrity, Resident Inspector ,

J. C. Stone, Senior Project Manager '

. !

!

Approved: WEfkd %_ 7/f/ 96 '

W. D 600hnson, Chief, Project Branch B ' Date
,

'
Inspection Summary

,

; Areas Inspected: Routine, announced inspection including plant status, prompt i

onsite response to events at operating power reactors, plant operations,i

maintenance observations, surveillance observations, onsite engineering, plant
; support activities, followup-operations, and followup-engineering. !

Results:

Plant Operations ;

i !
~

Operations personnel responded well to a plant trip on June 6,1996*

(Section 2.0). i
a

The inspector identified three examples where shift supervisors*

performed adequate, but weakly supported operability evaluations
(Section 3.1).

.The inspector noted three examples of good operator attention to detail !*

(Section 3.3). <

.
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While observing two operating crews respond to a new, more challenging1 *
,

simulator scenario, the inspector identified performance deficiencies |.

not identified by_either the crew or the instructors. The inspector !

| -

noted that the training department did not consider it their.
,

responsibility and had no means to address supervisory effectiveness or
leadership issues within the operations crew (Section 3.4). ;

i. Maintenance !

: Although foreign material exclusion controls were noted to be good in*

: most cases, one deficiency was noted when control of a plastic bag was
lost and it was found in the essential service water bay (Section 4.1).

,

Maintenance mechanics exhibited a good questioning attitude when they*- .

continued to question a misplaced plastic bag and identified an oil leak .

.during work on Essential Service Water Train B (Section 4.1). i

c !

Maintenance mechanics and system engineers exhibited good questioning '*

attitudes in identifying technical manual discrepancies during feedwater ,

regulating valve assembly (Section 4.2). |'
.

Enaineering i

i

The licensee identified a failure to address spare parts differences in*
,

the warehouse after completing a design change on the feedwater
.

regulating valves in 1988. This oversignt resulted in a plant trip due i

to failure of the part that had not been replaced in the feedwater
1regulating valve internals (Section 2.0). 1

I
i The licensee identified their failure to update the technical manual for*

i

balance-of-plant equipment after receipt of a notification of changes
from a valve vendor in 1985 (Section 4.2).

'

The adequacy of the commercial grade dedication documentation for*

bearings installed on Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump B is an
unresolved item. Licensee evaluation concluded that the pump remained>

operable.(Sections 6.1.1 and 6.2).;

The inspector identified a violation for the failure of engineering*
,

personnel to address all credible failure modes for the packing in an !analysis that downgraded the packing in the turbine-driven auxiliary '

feedwater pump to nonsafety related (Section 6.1.3),
i

The inspector determined that the engineering evaluation to allow the*

use of a nonapproved bearing was adequate, but failed to fully address
the bearing characteristics in the justification (Section 6.2).

.
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[ The inspector noted that personnel moving spent fuel rods did not ;*

continuously monitor the force the rod handling tool imparted on the rod'

- during insertion into the new fuel assembly skeleton. Nuclear- ;4

engineering and onsite Westinghouse personnel had not considered or
'

: known whether the technique being used to move rods into the new
| skeleton had the potential to damage the rods (Section 6.3).

,
>

;
.

iA violation was identified for the failure to complete an analysis prior*

to installing nonsafety-related packing in Motor-Driven Auxiliary
Feedwater Pump B (Section 8.1.3). ,

'
e

I The inspector identified a violation for the failure of engineering*
'

! personnel to contact the shift supervisor after identifying that
nonsafety-related packing had been installed in Motor-Driven Auxiliary |

#

*Feedwater Pump B (Section 8.1.5).

The inspector determined that the Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) !*

accurately represented the design and operation of the spent fuel pool,
,

and that the spent fuel pool cooling system design provided for adequate
heat removal to maintain the spent fuel pool temperatures below the
upper design limits, although several minor discrepancies were
identified by the inspector and corrected by the licensee*

t

(Section 11.1).

Plant Support

The licensee promptly corrected several minor housekeeping discrepancies ;; *

identified by the inspectors (Section 7.1). '

:
Summar_y of Inspection Findings: ;

i Violation 482/9611-01 was opened (Section 6.1.3).e

Violation 482/9611-02 was opened (Section 8.1.3).*;

Violation 482/9611-03 was opened (Section 8.1.5).'.
,

A noncited violation was identified (Section 6.1.2).* *

Unresolved Item 482/9611-04 was opened (Section 6.1.1).*-
,'

Unresolved item 482/9609-04 was closed (Section 8.1).*

* Deviation 482/9602-01 was closed (Section 9).
# Attachment:

Persons Contacted and Exit Meeting*

. .
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DETAILS

1 PLANT STATUS (71707)

The plant operated at 100 percent power until June 6, 1996, when the reactor i
automatically tripped in response to low-low level in Steam Generator C. The l

plant returned to 100 percent power on June 9,1996, and remained there for
the remainder of the inspection period.

2 PROMPT.ONSITE RESPONSE TO EVENTS AT OPERATING POWER REACTORS (93702)
:

On June 6, 1996, at 1:18 p.m.(CDT), the reactor tripped from 100 percent power
because of low-low level in Steam Generator C. Feedwater Regulating
Valve AE FCV-530 failed closed, isolating the feedwater supply to Steam <

Generator C. All safety-related equipment functioned as expected.

~The inspectors responded.to the control room and observed operators respond to i

the event. Control room operators communicated well and followed the J

appropriate procedures. Personnel augmenting the control room staff did so in
a manner that did not interrupt the response in progress. The shift ;

supervisor maintained control by sending away unnecessary personnel. The j
plant manager and operations superintendent observed the event response.

After the valve was disassembled, the licensee determined that a rolled pin
securing the valve disc to the valve stem had failed, allowing the disc to
separate from the stem. The licensee's investigation revealed that the
failure of the rolled pin had been identified as a problem in 1988 when
Callaway Plant experienced a similar failure. In response to the Callaway
Plant trip, Wolf Creek rebuilt eight valves of that type that were installed i

in the plant using a solid pin in place of the rolled pin. However, i
replacement parts that were in the warehouse or on order at that time were not
modified. During Refueling Outage VIII (February through March, 1996), the
internals of Feedwater Regulating Valves AE FCV-520, -520, and -540 had been
replaced with spares from the warehouse. The spare valve internal packages

,

withdrawn from the warehouse contained rolled pins to fasten the disc to the i

stem rather than the solid pins. Prior to the plant startup on June 8,1996,
the licensee rebuilt Valves AE FCV-520, -530, and -540 and replaced the rolled
pins with solid pins.

The inspector concluded that the licensee's overall response to the trip was ;

very good. The inspector determined, however, that the licensee missed an
opportunity in 1988 to prevent the trip by not modifying replacement parts in

|the warehouse after being informed of the problem with the rolled pins. In '

addition, as discussed in Section 4.2, the licensee failed to update the
vendor technical manual in response to procedure changes in 1985. Both of 1

these issues will be addressed during the review of the licensee event report '

being submitted to report the trip, the root cause, and the corrective actions I

taken.

i

!
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. 3 PLANT OPERATIONS .(71707)
'

|:
The inspectors' reviewed' plant activities using Inspection. Procedure 71707.

: 3.1 Weak Operability Evaluations

The inspector noted three operability evaluations made by the shift supervisor
.that were correct, but not well supported by~the written evaluations-

documented-in the' shift supervisor log.

On May 16,11996, the pressurizer andL reactor coolant system liquid sample
_

-inner and outer containment isolation Valves SJ HV0005 and SJ HV0127<

> momentarily opened and.reclosed when the upstream sample valve was opened..
The shift supervisor log entry. described the problem and the valve's safety

4

function,. then stated "so valves should still be operable." The log entry
continued by indicating that the central work authority was requested to

. initiate an action request to have engineering evaluate the incident. The ;

'entry did not definitively state whether the shift supervisor considered the
valves operable or provide a clear technical basis for an operability
evaluation. After the-inspector questioned this log entry, the shift
supervisor contacted the system engineer and made an additional log entry that |

clearly stated the shift supervisor's operability evaluation and provided a
sound technical basis. Valcor solenoid operated valves, the valve used in;

this application, will momentarily open and reclose when an upstream pressure
transient overcomes the closing spring pressure, but is of a short duration to
prevent the valves internal pressures from equalizing across the disc. Since
the valves properly reclosed within approximately I second, containment
integrity was promptly re-established.

On May 20, 1996, a nuclear station operator noted bubbles in the freon sight
glass for Class.lE Switchgear Room Air Conditioning Unit SGK058. The shift
supervisor log entry stated that the operator noted bubbles, maintenance
personnel had been contacted, and that the unit remained operable. The log;

entry did not explain why the unit remained operable. After the inspector
questioned the log entry, the shift supervisor made a supplemental log entry
to. fully explain why the observed indications did not affect operability of j.

the unit. !
|

OnMay29;1996, a nuclear station' operator observed an emergency diesel
generator exhaust leak. The leak was due to a missing plug on a cylinder

! temperature probe port on the engine exhaust manifold. The shift supervisor
: log entry stated that the system engineer had been contacted, that this was
not an operability concern, and that the system engineer would look at the
leak.in the morning. The log entry provided no basis for the operability

,

i evaluation. .The leak allowed some of the engine exhaust gases to bypass the
i - muffler and reduced the engine exhaust system backpressure slightly. This did ,

not noticeably' affect engine performance parameters and, therefore, did not |
2

affect diesel generator operability. 1

d

'

..

i.
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The inspector concluded that these three operability evaluations werei

appropriate, but not well supported by the log entries. The operations
manager stated that the individuals involved were counselled and that
management expectations for shift supervisor log entriet documenting
operability evaluations would be discussed at the next shift
supervisor / supervising operator meeting.

3.2 Operability Monitors

The inspector queried operability monitors on two separate occasions in the
turbine-d,iven auxiliary feedwater pump room during room enhancement painting |
on May 16 and May 20, 1996. During the first discussion, the inspector noted
that the operability monitor was a design engineer who recognized the
importance of maintaining the operability of the pump. However, the engineer

i could not identify the governor, trip-throttle valve, or the control panel as
components that could be vulnerable to rendering the pump inoperable. During
the second discussion, the inspector noted that the operability monitor was a
painting saeervisor who did not know the function or importance of the pump.
The supervisor knew that damage to the trip-throttle valve and control panel |
could render the pump inoperable, and acknowledged that all operability ;

monitors had recently been briefed on this information. '

The operability monitor program was originally established to have an )
<

individual responsible for moment-to-moment familiarity with ongoing work and !

its potential impact on equipment operability. The inspector discussed this,

issue with the system engineering manager and was informed that operability
monitors were not expected to be able to recognize whether the safety-related

,

component remained operable during room enhancement work. The manager '

explained that the monitors were there to maintain a questioning attitude
about work going on in the room. The inspector noted that the shift
supervisor was kept informed as to the generic work being performed and that
no significant problems had been experienced since the initial concern was
identified. The inspector concluded that the operability monitor program was
meeting management expectations.

3.3 Good Operator Attention-to-Detail;

On May 5, 1996, the inspector observed a nuclear station operator remove a
clearance from Essential Service Water Train A. The operator questioned the
instructions at one point and understood them before moving on with the step.
Before returning the pump to service, the operator questioned whether the
divers, who had beer, working in the bay, should be informed.

On May 17, 1996, a nuclear station operator observed oil leaking from the
control panel for SGK04B, the control room ventilation air conditioning unit.
The subsequent investigation revealed that an oil pressure sensing line had
broken due to vibration and was leaking oil. The shift supervisor declared
the train inoperable, initiated an action request, and the unit was promptly
repaired by maintenance technicians.

,

____.____m ___ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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; On May 18, 1996, during a walkdown of the back panels in the control room, a :

reactor operator noted that Control Room Ventd ation Fan Suction :
IDamper GT HZ0029A was open with the associated fan stopped. The operator

recognized that the damper should have closed when the fan was secured. Since
: the safeguards position of the damper was open and no unwanted air flow path
|

had been created, the system remained operable.

i The inspector concluded that these three examples represented good operator
i ' attention to detail.
!

3.4 Simulator Trainina
,

3.4.1 Changes to Operator Simulator Training
,

~

0perations training changed operator simulator training as part of their
corrective actions in response to the frazil icing event described in NRC"

; Inspection Report 50-482/96-05. These changes included the addition of three
new types of simulator exercises:

| A group of communications exercises typified by a high level of operator* :

j activity followed by a simulator " freeze", and instructor questioning of i

segregated operators to determine whether communication problems had
occurred or not.

j

Scenarios requiring a complete reactor coolant system cooldown. ;*

J

4 Complex scenarios involving the traditional accident and recovery, but*

I complicated by increased communication challenges, additional <

distractors and minor equipment failures, and the use of a " poison )
pill." The " poison pill" involved the commnication of incorrect

; information, such as the report of proper positioning of a manually
,

operated valve whereas the simulator operator actually positioned it '

,

| incorrectly.
|

4 '

j 3.4.2 Scenario Observation |
.

The inspector observed the complex scenario during operator requalification5

j training for two control room operating crews. The scenario provided
increased realism in the simulator through more frequent use of the Gaitronics !

'

and telephone interruptions for shift management. The scenario was more
challenging because several simultaneous plant problems were presented. These !
included: (1) a lots of Electrical Bus PA01 at low reactor power, (2) the :
need to manually trip the reactor, (3) the failure of all rods to fully insert
into the reactor core, (4) a large component cooling water system leak in the
service loop, (5) missing pages in the off-normal procedure for component ;
cooling water, and (6) a " poison pill" involving a nuclear station operator-

,

. reporting the opening of a centrifugal charging pump discharge isolation valve
without actually opening the valve. The superintendent of operations training

1- stated that future complex scenarios would be similar, with additional efforts
!

S

,,,
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I
| to increase the realism, maintain or increase the challenge, and improve-the
; use of the " poison pill."

The inspector concluded that both crews' effectively responded to the simulated.

event and properly followed the emergency operating procedures. - However, one.

' crew demonstrated a lack of focus _and both crews demonstrated performance
i' deficiencies. While the instructors identified the majority of the operator

performance issues, some deficiencies were missed. The training staff did not
recognize supervisory effectiveness or leadership issues within the operations

; crew as issues they were responsible for identifying, even when operator
performance was affected.

_

| The inspector _ discussed the above concern with the superintendent of
: operations training. The superintendent recognized that they had no formal
* guidance for the training staff to use in dealing with these issues and
: questioned whether it was appropriate for the training staff to deal with
i these types of issues. The superintendent initiated. Performance Improvement

Request (PIR) 96-1461 to document the concern. The superintendent prepared a.

: briefing sheet to document expectations for simulator instructors in dealing
with these issues within operations crews. The superintendent intended to
provide training department observations on leadership and supervisory<

' effectiveness to operations maragement. The inspector concluded that tile
planned actions appropriately addrassed the concern identified.

; 3.5 Late Response from Oualit_y First

i
' In order to check on the responsiveness of the program, the inspector
. telephoned the licensee's employee concerns " Quality First" hotline number on

May-22, 1996, but did not receive a reply until May 28, 1996. The inspector
. questioned the cause of the delay. The quality first personnel identified and-

corrected the problem that caused the delay. The Chief Administrative Officer
.

stated that a self-assessment would be performed on the " Quality First"<

program during the next few months to determine if there are other
,

programmatic weaknesses. The inspector concluded that the licensee's
corrective actions were appropriate.

;

j- 4 MAINTENANCE OBSERVATIONS (62703)

! The inspectors witnessed portions of the following work packages (WP) using
! -Inspection Procedure 62703:

5
WP.112712-001 Air Conditioning Unit SGK048 oil leak repair*

* WP 103379-009' Turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump room
enhancement*

WP 112039-001 Spent fuel reconstitution'*
f

,

i
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WP 113074-001 Essential Service Water Train B traveling screen*

inspection

WP 113210-001 Reassembly of Feedwater Regulating Valve AE FCV-540*

PM 110722-004 Refueling Water Storage Tank to Residual Heat Removal*

Pump B Suction Valve BN HV-88128 Valve Operation
Testing and Evaluation System testing

* MO 101465-001 Centrifugal Charging Pump B auxiliary lube oil pump
pressure switch modification !

Selected observations from the activities witnessed are discussed below.
,

4.1 Foreign Material Exclusion

On June 5, 1996, the inspector observed the mechanics disassemble the
Essential Service Water Traveling Screen FEF018 bearing housings and inspect
the inboard and outboard bearings. Mechanics covered accesses to the
essential service water bay for foreign material exclusion. However, the area
of the traveling screen housing that contacted the floor was not taped.
Later, mechanics could not find a plastic parts bag they had labeled. After
looking and not finding it, another bag was prepared and the mechanics
continued with the task. One mechanic continued questioning the loss and |
noted the bottom part of the housing was not taped. When he questioned this, i

another mechanic explained that similar screens at the circulating water
screen house had a lip at that point that prevented material from falling in.
The mechanic slid a bag under to see if that was the case. He lost hold of
the bag and it went into the bay. Later, while retrieving this bag, mechanics
found that the original bag that had been lost had also fallen into the bay.
PIR 96-1546 was initiated to document the problem and recommend the opening at
base of the screen be addressed to prevent recurrence.

Later during this task, mechanics noted an oil leak and brought it to the
attention of management. The task was extended and the leak repaired. The
inspector concluded that the mechanics had maintained a good questioning
attitude that led to the removal of foreign material from a safety-related
system and the repair of an oil leak. This task was one of a number that were
observed this period, but was the only one where foreign material exclusion
controls were a problem.

4.2 Reassembly of Feeddater Requlating Valves

On June 6,1996, the inspector observed portions, of the reassembly of
Feedwater. Regulating Valves AE FCV-520 and -540. Mechanics noted differences-

between the valves and questior i why o-rings were being installed on the
valve' discs when none had been installed on the valve discs when they were
removed. Engineers who had been assigned to the system at an earlier date and
were observing the job were consulted. They recalled manufacturer guidance to

.

9

Y
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remove the o-ring. They also noted that the valve cage was not being oriented
correctly during reassembly. The correct information regarding the o-rings
and cage orientation was verified by the licensee and the valve _was assembled
correctly. The licensee investigated these deficiencies and determined that
the information on the o-rings and cage orientation had been received in 1985.
The o-rings had been removed and cages properly oriented at that time in
response to the information, but the technical manual had never been updated.
The inspector concluded that the maintenance and engineering personnel that
identified the discrepancies demonstrated good questioning attitudes.

5 $URVEILLANCE OBSERVATIONS (61726)

Using Inspection Procedure 61726, the inspectors observed portions of the
following surveillance tests:

STS AL-102 Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump B test*

STS AL-103 Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump test*

STS 10-4508 Channel calibration containment atmosphere and reactor*

coolant system leak detection Radiation Monitor GT RE-31

The inspectors concluded that the surveillance tests were performed as
required. |

5.1 Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Surveillance i

l

During the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump surveillance test on l
May 30, 1996, the inspector noted that technicians attached numerous test !

leads from a recorder to the control panel. The inspector asked the system
engineer whether the attached recorder could have an effect on the outcome of
the test. The system engineer said that he did not know and was not aware of
an evaluation that addressed this concern. The system engineer initiated
PIR 96-1484 to evaluate this concern. At the conclusion of the first pump
run, the system engineer directed that the recorder be disconnected prior to
the planned second pump start. The pump started normally within the required
time period.

In the response to PIR 96-1484, engineering personnel determined that the
connection of the recorder had no effect on the circuitry. The PIR also
referred to PIRs 96-0222 and 96-0223, which documented similar, more generic
concerns. An evaluation was performed in response to these PIRs to show that
recorders used onsite for data acquisition monitoring would not have an effect
on the equipment being monitored. The PIR noted that it is the responsibility
of the cognizant parties involved in the evolutions to understand what
potential adverse effects the test equipment could have on the monitored
equipment prior to the performance of work. The inspector reviewed the PIR,

responses and concluded that the evaluation addressed the concern.
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6 ONSITE ENGINEERING (37551)
l

The inspectors reviewed and evaluated engineering activities using Inspection- )
Procedure 37551.

6.1 Procurement Issues

'6.1.1 Commercial Grade Dedication ;

On March 31,-1996, support engineering personnel reviewed Union Electric
procurement documents associated with a planned procurement of outboard pump
bearings for Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump B. The procurement
documents showed that commercial grade bearings had been purchased by Union
-Electric in 1985 and dedicated for use in safety-related applications. The
dedication documentation did not specifically identify critical 1

characteristics required for this. application or evaluate whether these i

bearings met the critical characteristics. The licensee initiated PIR 96-1538 |
to address this issue. This use of commercial grade bearings in safety- 1

related equipment is an unresolved issue pending further evaluation during a
future inspection (482/9611-04).

6.1.2 Receipt Inspection

On April 1, 1996, a quality specialist performed a receipt inspection on
bearings to be used in Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump B. The purchase
order specified both SKF 7408B CBM bearings and the Union Electric stock code.
The bearings supplied by Union Electric bore the correct Union Electric stock
code, but were FAG 7408 U0 bearings, rather than SKF 7408B CBM bearings.

: Licensee personnel identified the deficiency during an unrelated engineering
investigation on May 21, 1996. The licensee immediately initiated PIR 96-1464
and Commodity Discrepancy Report 96-0132 to investigate this problem. These
bearings were accepted and subsequently installed in the pump on April 1 as'

described in Section 6.2 of this report. Adequacy of this receipt inspection
will be reviewed further during review of Unresolved Item 482/9611-04.

6.1.3 Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Packing
,

During the review of Unresolved Item 50-482/9609-04, the inspector reviewed
,

Safety Classification Analysis SCA-96-0047, Revision 0. This analysis
-justified classifying the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump packing as
nonsafety-related. The justification for this classification included the

- observation that " excessive uncontrolled leakage has occurred on this pump in
# the past.and the pump's operation has not been impeded," and "all electrical

equipment 'in the room is qualified for a high moisture environment and will
'

not be affected." NRC Inspection Report 50-482/96-03 discussed these two
issues and cencluded that "the capability of the inboard bearing to continue
to function to meet the pump's design function to run for 4 hours was :

questionable.and the engineering evaluation was weak."

.

w._
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The inspector concluded that the justification for reclassifying the
turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump packing as nonsafety-related was
inadequate. Administrative Procedure AP 05-007, " Determination of Safety
Classification," Revision 1, Step 6.2.5, required engineering personnel to

,

identify credible failure modes for the subcomponent and classify any part i

failure that could prevent the safety-related functions of the parent 1

component as safety-related. The failure of Safety Classification |
Analysis SCA-96-0047 to identify the potential of a packing failure rendering |

the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump inoperable, is a violation of
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V (482/9611-01).

6.2 Operability Evaluation Weaknesses

On May 24, 1996, the system engineer informed the shift supervisor that the
bearings installed in Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump B were not the
bearings specified by the pump vendor. The current bearing specified by the
pump vendor as documented in Engineering Disposition 90405006, Revision 0, was
SKF 7408B CBM. The bearing installed was FAG 74088 UO. The system engineer
stated that the installed bearings were similar and adequately performing the
safety function. During operation, the temperature of these bearings
stabilized at an expected low temperature and the bearings appeared to perform
as acceptanle substitutes. The shift supervisor determined that the pump
remained operable based on this discussion and requested a formal operability
recommeciaation per Administrative Procedure AP 28-001, " Evaluation of
Nonconforming Conditions of Installed Plant Equipment," Revision 3.

The inspector reviewed the evaluation performed by system engineering. The
evaluation concluded that the pump was capable of performing its design !
function with the installed bearings. This conclusion was based on a

,

engineering disposition in Configuration Change Package 06581, Revision 0, '

that concluded that the FAG 74088 U0 bearing could be used on a one time
use-as-is basis. This disposition stated that the installed bearings had the
same basic dimensions and identified the internal clearance as the primary
difference. The engineering disposition did not compare the internal
clearance of the FAG 74088 U0 bearing with the SKF 74088 CBM bearings. During;

discussions with support engineering personnel, the inspector learned that the
axial clearance of the SKF 74088 CBM bearing was 0.0009- to 0.0012 inches.
The FAG 7408B U0 bearing was manufactured with a 0.000- to 0.00035-inch
clearance. Based on vendor information, the axial tolerance of the pump was
0.010 to 0.030 inch. _Since the maximum axial clearance of the bearing was
less than the pump minimum axial hierance, it appeared the bearing would
restrain the pump shaft more than intended by the pump vendor. The
engineering disposition failed to address this discrepancy. The SKF 7408B CBM
clearance indicated this bearing also had the potential to restrain the pump
shaft more than minimum axial tolnance specified by the pump vendor.

The disposition implied, but did not clearly state that the two bearings were
manufactured from similar materials, had similar speed ratings, etc. The
licensee responded by revising the engineering disposition and initiating
PIR 96-1538 to address this issue and the procurement issues discussed in
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Section 6.1.1 of this report. Since the disposition failed to provide this
additional information, fully compare the two bearings, or address the
clearance discrepancy, the inspector concluded that the justification provided
by this disposition was weak. However, based on the pump performance
information provided by engineering during this inspection, the inspector
agreed with the engineering conclusion that the pump remained operable.

6.3 Centrol Rod Insertion Failure Troubleshooting

As part of the troubleshooting activities associated with the failure of all
control rods to fully insert during the reactor trip on January 30, 1996,
nuclear engineering and Westinghouse personnel developed a plan to transfer
spent fuel rods from two assemblies to new fuel assembly skeletons. The
original fuel assembly skeletons were to be sectioned and shipped to a
Westinghouse hot cell for further analysis. During the movement of rods to
the new skeleton, the inspector observed Westinghouse technicians encounter
problems inserting some of the rods into the new skeleton. To assist with
this effort, the technicians rotated the rod handling tool, pushed down on the
tool, and at times lifted then pushed down on the tool. The inspector noted
that the tool was suspended from a spring scale, which displayed the force
being applied on the rods. When the tool was rotated, the personnel involved
in the operation could not see the spring scale at all times. The inspector
concluded that personnel were not continuously monitoring the force being

;

applied to the rods as they were inserted into the new skeleton.

The inspector asked nuclear engineering personnel what forces the Westinghouse
personnel were exerting on the rod when using the tool and what was the
maximum force acceptable to prevent damage to the fuel rod. Neither the
nuclear engineering nor onsite Westinghouse personnel could answer these
questions. The licensee contacted Westinghouse engineering personnel and
received answers to some of the questions. After reviewing the answers, the
inspector questioned the basis. The nuclear engineering representatives
reviewed the bases with Westinghouse personnel and determined that the initial |

answers were incorrect. After confirming the corrected results, the nuclear 1

engineering personnel concluded that for a portion of the spent fuel rod ;
'travel into the skeleton, a component in the tool would fail before

transmitting sufficient force to the rod to cause elastic buckling. As the
spent fuel rod inserted, the unsupported length of this tool component
decreased such that prior to fully inserting the rod, the rod could
elastically buckle prior to damaging the tool. As a result, nuclear
engineering initiated corrective action to ensure that the spring scale would !

always be monitored. The licensee directed ensite Westinghouse personnel to !

.;mit the force to a value less than the force that could damage either the
rods or the tool.

The inspector concluded that prior to these corrective actions, nuclear
engineering and onsite Westinghouse personnel did not consider or know whether
their techniques for using the rod handling tool could damage the spent fuel
rods. The inspector concluded that implementation of the licensee's proposed
corrective actions would adequately address this concern.
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6.4 Essential Service Water Oe ac

At the Predecisional Enforcement Conference-held on May 19, 1996, in response
to NRC Inspection Report 50-482/96-03, the Vice President Engineering
described the changes being made to the essential service water warming line
design. The Vice President stated that heat input to the warming line would

. raise the essential service water return flow approximately 3-4' F. The heat
causing.this temperature increase would be provided by the heat from one
operating essential service water pump and component cooling water pump in
each train. The inspector questioned this design input and asked if the cold
weather operability reliance on a component cooling water pump introduced a
new failure mechanism. The. inspector questioned whether this failure

-mechanism had been considered in the 10 CFR 50.59 analysis of this
modification. The licensee explained that the system design requirement
permitted a' single active failure and that this single failure could be the
failure of the component cooling water pump.

The Vice President explained that a containment cooler in conjunction with the
essential service water pump would also provide adequate heat, so the cold
weather protection would be assured if any one of four pieces of
safety-related equipment in each train were operating. Both electrical system
sequencers automatically start containment coolers and component cooling. water
pumps on an actuation. For the manual start condition, operators normally
operated at least three containment coolers, so at least one containment
cooler was operating in each train at all times. Design engineering personnel
stated that additional changes would be made to incorporate procedural
controls to direct operators to ensure that at least one containment cooler
and component cooling water pump were running in each train during a cold
weather manual start of the essential service water system. The inspector
concluded that the 10 CFR 50.59 requirements were met.

7 PLANT SUPPORT ACTIVITIES (71750)

The inspectors reviewed and evaluated plant / support activities using
Inspection Procedure 71750.

,

7.1 Radiation Controlled Area Tour

The inspector completed a number of tours of the radiologically controlled
area during the inspection period. The radiation postings were noted to be
posted in accordance with the procedures. On June 12, 1996, the inspector
identified several minor problems in the area of housekeeping. Due to the
small. size of the area, no bin for contaminated clothing-had been staged in a
contaminated area in the letdown' heat. exchanger valve operating room.,

Personnel had left used contaminated clothing in a pile on the floor. A sign
identifying a hot spot was not clearly visible. Several capped valves in a

. contaminated area had leaked, causing a boron buildup on the floor. The
-inspector discussed these discrepancies with the health physics technician at,

the control point. The clothing was cleaned up and a bin set up in the

s

;

. _ -
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-contaminated area. The radiation protection superintendent. explained that the
hot spot sign was located correctly on the hot spot on the underside of the
pipe. The sign was moved a small amount to allow personnel passir,g the pipe
to see it. The superintendent said he intended to address this further to
determine if the procedure for identifying hot spots'should be changed. The
valves were cleaned up and verified to be noncontaminated. The inspector- :
concluded that the vrective actions taken.were appropriate. -

8 FOLLOWUP - OPERATIONS (92901)

8.1 IClosed) Unresolved Item 482/9609-04: Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater
Pump Packina Steaming

8.1.1 Background

This item involved the licensee's discovery of several problems.with auxiliary
feedwater pump packing. On April 5, 1996, the system' engineer identified the
wrong packing material in Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater imp A. ;

Nonsafety-related packing was installed in Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedw,ater
Pump B on May 2, 1996, after the licensee identified that steam was coming i
from the packing gland during pump operation. '

8.1.2 Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump A Packing |

The inspector reviewed operability evaluations completed on April 5 and May 3,
1996. The latter operability evaluation was written to document that the
wrong packing was identified and concluded that the erroneous information did
not alter the operability conclusions. The licensee initiated PIR 96-1355 to
document and evaluate the engineering error and generic procurement practices
that_ contributed to the error. The inspector concluded that these actions

; were appropriate.
.

8.1.3 Installation of Nonsafety-Related Packing in Motor-Driven Auxiliary.-
,

Feedwater Pump B |
;

4 _The licensee initiated PIR 96-1330 after the discovery of nonsafety-related
packing in Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump B. Engineering personnel

F determined that support engineering personnel made several incorrect
; assumptions that resulted in materials technical personnel assigning the
! material code for the nonsafety-related packing to the motor-driven auxiliary
p feedwater pumps. This packing material had been approved for use in the

turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump in Configuration Change Package 06512,
'

; Revision 2. The material code information sheet for John Crane Type 1625G
.

packing contained a handwritten note stating that'the system engineer _was !

adding the motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps to this material code.
Based on.these documents, materials technical personnel assumed that they,

i could assign the material code for this nonsafety-related packing to the
motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps. When maintenance personnel repacked

-

'

Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump B on May 2, 1996, they used the
j

nonsafety-related John Crane Type 1625G packing.2

i

,

B

!
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The inspector determined that Administrative Procedure AP 241-003, " Materials
Technical," Revision 0, the procedural guidance used by the materials
technical group for changing this material code assignment, lacked specific
criteria regarding the documentation needed to assign a nonsafety-related
material code to a safety-related component. The inspector discussed the
concern with the materials technical supervisor. The supervisor agreed and
said that the PIR 96-1330 resolution would include plans to revise
Procedure AP 241-003 to specify this requirement.

Adininistrative Procedure AP 24E-001, " Identification and Control of Materials,
Parts, and Components," Revision 0, Step 6.1.8.1, stated that the safety
classification of items selected for use in safety-related systems,
structures, or components must be the same as the safety classification of the
system, structure, or component unless the results of an engineering
evaluation performed by engineering determined it to be different.
Step 6.1.10.2 required the remarks statement in the bill of material to
justify the selection of nonsafety-related parts for work on safety-related
comoonents. No engineering evaluation was performed for the motor-driven
auxiliary feedwater pumps. Work Package 112153 identifW the use of a
nonsafety material code for Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feeawat e Pump B without
providing the required justification. This failure to fo? low Procedure AP
24E-001 is a violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B Criterion XV
(482/9611-02).

After discovering that nonsafety-related packing was installed in a safety-
related application without the required justification on May 3, 1996,
engineering personnel completed Safety Classification Analysis SCA-96-0057,
Revision 0. Engineering concluded that the packing for the motor-driven
auxiliary feedwater pumps should be safety related. The engineering personnel
then commercially dedicated John Crane 1625G packing lot 00146471 to allow its
use in safety-related applications. On June 11, 1996, the licensee realized
that John Crane 1625G Packing Lot 00146150 had been installed in Motor-Driven
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump B on May 2, 1996. Engineering personnel performed an
evaluation using Procedure AP 28-001 and determined that the pump remained
operable based on the amount of time it ran following the trip on June 6,
1996. The inspector reviewed the analysis and the evaluation and determined
that they were adequate.

8.1.4 Steaming from Packing Gland

Following the repair of the pump after the identification of steam from the
inboard and outboard packing, the inspector noted excessive packing leakage
prior to the final packing adjustment. The inspector questioned whether the
licensee sampled the pump bearing oil for water after correcting the excessive
packing leakage. The system engineer determined that the oil had been sampled
after the first pump run, but had not been sampled following the final packing
adjustment. The system engineer requested another oil sample. The oil
analysis indicated that the quantity of water in the bearing oil was not
abnormal. The system engineer initiated PIR 96-1393 to document this
programmatic weakness. In addition, system engineering initiated PIR 96-1334
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to. evaluate the adequacy of the configuration change process that concludeJ
that' John Crane Type 1630 packing could be replaced with John Crane Type 1636,
the packing associated with packing steaming ~in both the turbine-driven and

,

motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps. The inspector concluded that the
corrective actions were appropriate.

8.1.5 Failure to Contact Shift Supervisor with Operability Concern

While reviewing the incident involving the installation of nonsafety-related
packing in Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump B, the inspector noted that
there had been no notes in the operator logs auestioning pump operability. No
evaluation was initially done to document the pump's operability with the '

nonsafety-related packing installed. The inspector discussed this concern '

with the plant manager ar~ Phe operations superintendent. The superintendent
investigated the question and determined that the shift supervisor was never
informed. Procedure AP 16C-001, " Action Request," Revision 0, required that ;

-the person identifying a problem immediately notify the shift supervisor of |

any abnormal . conditions that may be an immediate threat to plant equipment,
. including potential plant operability or reportability concerns. The

,

1

inspector concluded that the failure to notify the shift supervisor is a
violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V for failure to follow

,

procedures (482/9611-03). '

9 FOLLOWUP - ENGINEERING (92903)

(Closed) Deviation 482/9602-01: Failure to Address USAR Minimum Room
Temperatures

This item involved the failure of the licensee to address the minimum room
temperature requirements identified in the USAR. The licensee identified
interpretation of the.USAR as the root cause of the problem. In investigating
the question, engineering personnel determined the temperature at which the
operability of equipment in the room would start coming into question was-
45' F. The inspector reviewed Procedure CKL-ZL-001, " Auxiliary Building Log
and Daily Reading Sheets," Revision 34, and noted that operators were to
control the room coolers in the electrical penetration rooms to maintain the
temperature between 65* and 85* F. The inspector reviewed USAR Change
Request 96-022. The USAR was to be changed for the rooms the inspector
questioned to reflect that the minimum temperature was identified for
personnel comfort and to identify the lowest room temperature acceptable to

,

maintain equipment operability. The licensee planned to evaluate the
remaining rooms for which the USAR listed minimum temperatures to determine
the ~ minimum acceptable room temperatures. The inspector concluded that the
corrective actions addressed the concerns.

10 REVIEW OF USAR COMMITMENTS

: A recent discovery of a licensee operating their facility in a manner contrary
'to the USAR description highlighted the need for a special focused review that

.
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1

compares plant practices, procedures, and parameters to the USAR descriptions.
While performing the inspections discussed in this report, the inspectors
reviewed the applicable portions of the USAR that related to the areas
inspected. The inspectors verified that the USAR wording was consistent with I
the observed plant practices, procedures and parameters. ;

10.1 Spent Fuel Pool Review

The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Project Manager reviewed procedures, ,

system specifications, calculations, and activities associated with the spent '

fuel pool and decay heat removal capability. Normal refueling operations
typically utilized a full core offload, and licensee managers stated that they
expected to continue to offload the entire core during future normal refueling<

outages. The USAR contained analyses of the resulting heat loads, heat
removal capability, and resultant spent fuel temperatures for offloads with
increasing numbers of spent fuel assemblies up to a full spent fuel pool with
a full core offload. The result of these analyses showed that the spent fuel
pool cooling system was capable of dissipating the maximum anticipated heat
loads with a full spent fuel pool consisting of assemblies from previous
cycles, and an off load of a complete core, while maintaining the temperature
of the spent fuel pool below 160* F.

The USAR contained the projected heat loads and spent fuel pool temperatures
for, among other conditions, the full core offload for Fuel Cycles 1 through
17. These calculations were based on the following assumptions: 4.5 percent
fuel enrichment, 440 full-power days, 50-day outages, and the number of fuel
assemblies discharged as determined by the fuel management program. In
addition, in a calculation separate from the USAR, the licensee calculated the
heat load on the spent fuel pool for each outage based on the actual
conditions seen by the fuel assemblies and the actual number stored in the
spent fuel pool. For the last two outages, the calculated values had been
slightly higher than values provided in the USAR. Nuclear engineering

' personnel explained that the number of thrice burned assemblies was higher
than the number used in the USAR, the outages had been shortor, and the number
of full-power days was higher. In every case, the calculated number was
within the capability of the spent fuel pool cooling system, and the
temperature limit of 160* F was not exceeded.

USAR design data relating to spent fuel pool and the spent fuel pool cooling
system contained inconsistencies. For example, Table 9.1-5 (Sheet 2) stated
that the spent fuel pool cooling heat exchanger had a design heat transfer
rate of 15.09 x 10' Btu /hr, with an inlet and outlet temperature from the
spent fuel pool of 125' F and 115.7' F, respectively, and an inlet and outlet
component cooling water system temperature of 105a F and 115.7* F,
respectively. However, the table;, of heat loads for various full core
offloads showed the heat input to the spent fuel pool to significantly exceed
this heat rate. For example, the Cycle 8 heat input calculation showed the
heat input to be 36.88 x 10' Btu /hr. The heat exchanger technical
specification showed this heat transfer capability of the heat exchanger as
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one design case, and showed other design cases with heat transfer capability
up to 40 x 10' Btu /hr. The project manager concluded that the spent fuel pool
cooling heat exchanger had adequate heat removal capability for the maximum
anticipated heat input into the spent fuel pool.

The licensee noted the USAR discrepancies identified by the project manager,
and subsequently initiated a change request to revise the USAR to correct the I

identified discrepancies. The inspector verified that the licensee approved )
and. implemented this change on March 7, 1996. The inspector concluded that )
with the completed changes, the Updated Safety Analysis Report accurately l

represented the. design and operation of the spent fuel pool, and that the ;

spent fuel pool cooling system design provided for adequate heat removal to-
'

maintain the spent fuel pool temperatures below the upper design limits.

|
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ATTACHMENT'

1 PERSONS CONTACTED

M. A. Blow,' Superintendent, Chemistry
G. D. Boyer, Director, Site Support
N. S. Carns, President and Chief Executive Officer
C. E. DeLong, Supervisor, Quality Control
T. B. Dougan, Quality Specialist III
D. L. Fehr, Manager, Training
T. J. Garrett, Manager, Design Engineering
R. M. Hubbard, Superintendent Operations
J. W. Johnson, Superintendent, Security
L. M. Kline, Staff Health Physicist*

T. L. Krause, Quality Specialist III
E. P. Lawson, Superintendent, Maintenance Planning
0. L. Maynard, Chief Operating Officer
B. T. McKinney, Plant Manager
G. S. Miller, Acting Supervisor, Quality Evaluations
G. D. Moore, Manager, Maintenance
T. S. Morrill, Manager, Regulatory Services
R. A. Muench, Vice President, Engineering i

D. J. Neufeld, Superintendent, Outage
J. D. Pappan, Supervisor, Fire Protection
C. A. Redding, Engineering Specialist III, Regulatory Compliance
R. L. Sims, Manager, System Engineering
M. G. Williams, Assistant to Chief Operating Officer

The above licensee personnel attended the exit meeting. In addition to the
personnel listed above, the inspectors contacted other personnel during this
inspection period. |

2 EXIT MEETING
,

An exit meeting was conducted on June 14, 1996. During this meeting, the
inspectors reviewed the scope and findings of the report. The licensee ,

'acknowledged the findings discussed by the inspectors. The licensee
identified one document provided to the inspector as proprietary. Material
from that document is not discussed in this report, and the document will be
returned to the licensee when the inspector's review is complete.
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